From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

landbarchibald
George Maly
Rezoning
Thursday, 13 May 2021 11:56:05 AM

Could I please add this to the form
In addition to our letters already sent in. Enclosed 2 photos of sign that was put up which if
you are to read it you would to be walking along that side of the road or go and park and
then walk to be able to read it. It took a week before we realized that it was there. We do
not get the paper so do not know what has been written about it but been told not much
information was in about the the change or on the radio or TV. How are people meant to
know that if they do not want 158 houses to be built they have to get a letter in by the 14th
May. We do not know what sort of houses will be built and how much they will be can
people buy them and the title of land or are they to be leased or rented there is so much
people do not know. It seems that it is a big rush with very little information available.
Frank has been trying to get it re-zoned for years without success and let the park go
backwards now people are saying that this time there is more money involved so it will go
through fast this time. I am sure that this will not be the case as I have faith in the system.
The people that will most use the park are not here yet there are a lot of people that book in
year after year. The government are looking at helping pensioners to earn money by being
able to do jobs it addition to their pension before covid lots of people worked for the Turf
Club Super Cars Cassino and so many businesses which was great for businesses as they
were here when needed most and did not need to be around in the wet when not needed so
much.
Where are the people to go that lived here for years can you see places for us to go. All
you need is about 50 homes for us to shift into at a rent we can afford plus we will have to
pay a lot of money to take down our places as well as not getting any money back from the
cost in the first place. When Darwin find they have not got enough caravan sites for all the
people who are being encouraged to come to the Top End what will happen there are no
free camping sites.

Sent from Samsung tablet.

Submission to Object to Development of Caravan Parks – McMillans Rd:
Portion 01841 Hundred of Bagot
440 MCMILLANS RD
MARRARA
Portion 01842 Hundred of Bagot
450 MCMILLANS RD
MARRARA
Portion 01843 Hundred of Bagot
460 MCMILLANS RD
MARRARA
Submission by:
Doreen Dyer
5 Lippia Ct., Karama, NT 0812
Ph: 0412423483
Email: doreen.nt.au@gmail.com
Signature:

I object to the above development plans. There has been no serious consultation and
provision of information by the developers and consequently until there is more
consideration, the development should not progress. I have a number of objections, but due
to the short timeframe I am agreeing with the comments made by the Karama and Malak
Community Voice points listed below:
❖ Re-zoning KOA & Malak Caravan Park will affect family, residents, properties, community
and environment in general.
❖ Likely affected communities include residents along length of McMillians Road, plus
residents of Malak, Karama, Anula, Wulagi and Marrara.
❖ Malak/Karama Community Voice Group have been unable to confirm exactly what the
final proposed development contains (e.g. 168 dwellings and residential lots, does the
proposed new residential area include Public Housing and if so at what %, are all lot sizes
between 400m2 - 470m2, will NT Gov install acoustic/noise abatement strategies along
length of McMillians Road, increased road traffic volume peak time issues control measures,
McMillians Rd verge traffic light installation and widening, 4 lane road pedestrian bridge
overpass for school children, Marmara Wetlands Impact Assessment Reporting, Cultural
Heritage significance assessment, etc).
❖ Potential issues Malak/Karama Community Voice Group has identified and briefly
discussed include:o Increased antisocial behaviour

o Increased Crime
o Safety (pedestrians, school children, general community and congested roads)
o Increased Road Traffic (Est 300 – 400 extra vehicles daily, peak hour noise, stress)
o Environmental (Marmara Wetlands impact, noise, water, nearby bushfire impact)
o Possible Cultural heritage significance (Caravan Park build nearly 50 years ago)
o Concentration (congested residential, smaller lots, affordable housing, etc)
o Neighbouring Suburbs Owner Properties de-valued
o Public Housing issues (what % density Public Housing incorporated into area)
o Smaller dwellings out of character & inconsistent to the neighbouring urban areas
o Affordable housing future resident’s transiency and low income
o Northern Territory Planning Scheme (how does this proposal fit?)
❖ The lack of Community Consultation by the Developer (and Acting Agent) is very
concerning.
❖ More community consultation (and more time) is genuinely required.
Other considerations:
❖ Should it stay zoned as existing Recreational or changed to Low-Medium Residential
zoning? (what about rezoning as Environmental Protection & Conservation or Biodiversity
Wetlands Preservation? Why not build a Community recreational facility for area?)
❖ Should the re-zoning be a long-term benefit to the community and area (e.g. green belt,
environmental conservation, Wetlands, recreational land)? or should it be a one-off
economic benefit to a Developer?

13/05/2021

Andrew Brown

450 MCMil!an Rd Malak
0812 NT
pH : o457788i97

In regards to the rezoning of Malak and Koa Caravan Parks.

The closure of these parks mean approximately 300 less sites for caravaners to choose from in
Darwin area just when the government totally focused on tourism it would be very disappointing for
them to drive all this way a rid to find no place to park their vans.

They are popular park for the older tourists (grey nomads) who tourism very much rely on as each
site has its own ablution block, and is close to most things in the Darwin area.
As for the permanent residents, I am 75 and have lived here for 1.1 Years what will happen to the 50+
who call this their home. Are we all going to be rehoused? The only way to move me out is to
demolish it as it is permanent.
Permission had to be obtained from the park before work could be started on the site, all at a cost

of about $40,000 so do they have any responsibility in that matter.

Yo u rs,

Andrew Brown

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

rhonda simpson
Planning NTG
Planning NTG
Rezoning of Malak caravan park sites 440 450 460 mcmillans road Marrara
Thursday, 13 May 2021 11:08:20 PM

Stage 1 (pA2021/005
To whom it may concern I wish to lodge a submission about Rezoning the Malak caravan park into residential
estate This would not be viable as there are about 50 permanent residents in the park most of them are age
pensioners who can’t afford rent out on the open market that’s why they are living here. We don’t have an
option.So those 50 or so people would be out on the street homeless and the waiting list for government housing
is about 5years. Also the Malak caravan park is very central o Northlakes and Karama shopping centre in
walking distance witch the nomads like and all the other travelers that come to the park,it is very central being
the only park in town it would be a real shame to see it go as we need more caravan parks to promote tourism
and we also need people and the grey nomads are the ones travelling they are the one’s that have the money the
young one’s can’t afford it The Malak park is close. to transport for the visitors that park there vans and don’t
want to drive.So we need parks to cater for tourists not housing Also the noise from the airport with planes
coming and going at all hours day and nite also with the airforce exercises would drive some people crazy with
the noise .So I would like you to consider the people that live in the park that will. be homeless the way rent is
rising there will be more people coming to the park to live because the won’t be able to pay the high rents and
they will have no choice but to live in a caravan We lost everything in Cylone Marcus and had to rebuild which
cost a fortune so we don’t have any finance to move I hope you will consider the people in the park and leave it
as a caravan park for all the tourists as well If you want tourists to come to Darwin and have somewhere central
to stay.
lt is a real shame that people that have lived in the park for years like myself since 2007 now in there retirement
age have the real fear of being thrown out on the street because someone thinks we need more housing none of
us can afford to buy them for someone that has got so much money to spend it would be better to update the
park for all the tourists cheers Warwick Smith

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Debra Ferguson
Planning NTG
PA2021/0055 Objection
Friday, 14 May 2021 9:17:49 AM

We wish to object the proposed planning scheme for Malak & KOA Caravan Parks Malak.
My husband & I have been coming to Darwin and staying at the Malak caravan Park for
around 9 years.
We come & stay for the dry season each year , we feel that by re zoning this property we
wont have many options to stay long term at any other caravan park that is as central here
in Darwin.
We have also put in a lot of time & money into a structure & our site with no option to sell
it. I feel sorry for the permanants that live here at the park ,they too have no option to sell
their vans or structure leaving them out of pocket & the concern of how much notice they
will be given to vacate.
Regards Debra & Michael Ferguon
Site 58 Malak caravan park.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Bull
Planning NTG
PA2021/0055 -rezoning to residential
Friday, 14 May 2021 1:20:09 PM

To the Northern Territory Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics.
I am writing this letter in response to the application that has been lodged to change the
current zoning of Malak Caravan Park to residential. (PA2021/0055)
I have lived at Malak Caravan Park for the last 4 years as a permanent resident. I own my
residency which cost me$25,000 and I have conducted extensive work to the property,
increasing its value.
I strongly object to the application lodged, as a majority of the 60 permanent residents are
elderly or have a disability and I believe this would impact them severely. Where would
the move to? As most have purchased their homes and would loose a lot of their life
savings of unable to relocate their homes as this would cost a considerable amount of
money to do so. That's if they can find a suitable place to relocate. This would put a strain
on their health and lively hood. Therefore rezoning would not be in the best interest of the
long term residents of the park.
Furthermore if redeveloped with 160 homes, this would put a huge strain on the local
schools in the area, requiring more staffing, supplies, building's and car park for school
drop off and pick up.
Traffic lights would be needed costing tax payer's money as Mcmillians road is an 80 zone
and is already busy enough.
Malak caravan park is central and the tourism industry and local businesses would be
impacted especially on our dry season when the park is constantly booked out. Where do
the tourist stay with their caravans?? Many come up every year and spend their money
locally.
I strongly object to the rezoning and believe you need to think about the impact to the
tourism industry and most importantly the long term residents of the park.
Kind regards
Chris & Laura Mackie
0429 482 888
Site 5 Malak caravan park.
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De Silva Hebron
Barristers & Solicitors

47 Knuckey Street
Darwin NT 0800
Australia
GPO Box 488
Darwin NT 0801
Australia

'REF: DDS:210291
OUR
YOUR REF: PA 2021/0055

PH:
FX:

+61.8 8924 4944
+618 8924 4933

13 May 2021

Director
Development Assessment Services

Dear Director,

RE: Planning Scheme Amendment Address Portion 01841 hundred of Bagot 440
McMillans Road Marrara rezoning application from Caravan Park to low-medium density
residential and public open space
We act for Darwin Golf Club Incorporated (DGC).
DGC is the immediate neighbour to the land proposed to be rezoned by this application and
considers it important to make a submission directed to the rezoning application.
DGC is not opposed to the rezoning of the property and provides this information to ensure that
the proponent thoroughly understands the complex issues which flow to properties located
adjacent to a golf course.
DGC notes that a row of low-density residential dwellings is proposed adjacent to the 6° fairway
stretching from McMillans road to the rear boundary of the property. This raises 'alarm bells'
given the historic issues DGC has had with the previous owner of the land, a low-density
caravan park, in respect of errant golf balls travelling across the boundary into the property.
Any housing sited immediately adjacent to the 6° hole of the golf course could potentially be
damaged and/or personal injury or property damage suffered by occupants because of golf
balls crossing the boundary from the 6" tee block.
DGC has constructed defensive fencing, including a 120 metre long x 12 metre high fence
along the 6" fairway to mitigate such damage. However, these barriers do not prevent all balls
from crossing the boundary. Without building a longer and higher barrier system there is no way
to guarantee that balls will not traverse the common boundary. There are many examples of
such fencing being constructed adjacent to golf courses in other locations around the world that
DGC can provide if required, which fencing rarely, if at all, totally removes the problem.
Mitigation of potential damage to both property and persons needs to be adequately assessed
including an understanding being reached as to the provision of adequate barriers as part of the
rezoning considerations. The exclusion of infrastructure development along the boundary in the
affected area is also a reasonable consideration.
Other issues DGC wish to highlight include: i)

play on the golf course starts early (7am onwards) and occurs 7 days a
week;
ntsolicitors@desilva-hebron.comwww.desilva-hebron.com
A Legal Practice conducted by MP (NT) Pty Ltd

ACN 065 226 922ABN 65 065 226 922
g: \affinitydocs\darw-gol\210291\darw-gol_210291_004.docx

ii)
iii)

iv)
v)

vi)

invariably the dialogue between the golfers whether the group is small or
large could impact the amenity of the neighbouring housing lots;
while play generally starts at 7am maintenance staff work on the course
usually from 6 am each day including weekends. Maintenance activities
include mowing, whipper snipping etc, the use of which is unavoidably
noisy and again likely to impact the amenity of the nearby neighbours.
regular application of fertilisers, fairway growt h inhibiters and other turf
management products may impact upon the adjoining lots;
adjacent properties surrounding the golf course have historically enjoyed
direct access to the course and with this has come some significant and
difficult management issues. The proponent needs to understand that the
golf course is private land and access to it by neighbours does constitute
trespass. The DGC will not agree to any lots along the common boundary
having direct access to the golf course for any reason including
construction activity; and
access issues add to the fencing considerations surrounding the
boundary of the golf course and the adjoining land.

We reiterate DGC does not approach this rezoning application in an obstructionist way but
rather wishes to work closely with the developer in resolving these issues which it sees as
important.
We have separately approached the proponent through the town planner, Mrs D'Rozario to
discuss the above issues.

f ,DE sivA AM
PRINCIPAL
DE SILVA HEBRON

Email:

ddesilva@desilvahebron.com.au

g:\affinitydocs\darw-gol\210291 \darw-gol_210291 _004.docx

Rapid Creek Landcare Group I nc.

Submission To:
2021/0055 Rezone from
CV (Caravan Parks) to
LMR (Low-Medium
Density Residential) and
PS (Public Open Space)
Portion 01841 Hundred of Bagot
440 MCMILLANS RD
MARRARA
Portion 01842 Hundred of Bagot
450 MCMILLANS RD
MARRARA
Portion 01843 Hundred of Bagot
460 MCMILLANS RD
MARRARA

12 May 2021

Submission
The Rapid Creek Landcare Group has concerns regarding potential changes to hydrological
flows, both quantity and quality, and would urge the development of specific management
plans to negate any water quality issues and increased stormwater flows to Rapid Creek
from the proposed residential development: portions 1841, 1842 and 1843 Hundred of
Bagot (440, 450 and 460 McMillans Road, Marrara) Such plans should be developed and
published prior to the issuance of any future Development Permits, to ensure a thorough
and common understanding of how these aspects will be managed into the future.
Upon review of application PA2021/0055 it appears the aspect of hydrological flows and
potential impacts to Rapid Creek have not been included under either section 2A(e)
sustainable development of land or 2A(g), maintain the health of the natural environment
and ecological processes. Although it is recognised that the application states: “Any
development undertaken as a result of the land being rezoned will require engineered
stormwater drainage and erosion control as conditions of development, which are aimed at
maintaining ecological processes.” There is no further detail as to what aspects the
proposed “engineered stormwater drainage” will cover. It is of great concern that this will
simply be an engineering solution to remove stormwater drainage from the development
parcels as quickly as possible and NOT look at the inevitable downstream affects, noting
that all drainage from this site is likely to be directed onto the neighboring Department of
Defense land and directly into the Rapid Creek. Impacts from increased flows and
pollutants should be thoroughly assessed and mitigation strategies developed to ensure
that this relatively pristine creek remains in at least the current condition, if not improved.
This year a review of the Rapid Creek Plan of Management, undertaken by Ecoz
Environmental Consultants, indicated alterations in hydrological flows to Rapid Creek as a
significant threat to the health of Rapid Creek system. Changes in hydrology within the
Rapid Creek Catchment area can impact both wet season and dry season flows and can
potentially increase pollution entering the Rapid Creek system. Flooding has also been a
significant issue in the past with several houses being flooded during extreme events and it
would be expected that a stormwater management plan would be developed to ensure that
this significant problem is not exacerbated by the proposed development.
We request that further information be provided as to how hydrology may impact the
Rapid Creek system as a result of the proposed development, how this aligns with the
Berrimah North plan, and what mitigation measures will be implemented regarding the
inevitable impacts to Rapid Creek water quality or environmental flows from the proposed
development.

ACRONYMS
ANEF
BNAPPP
BNDS
CV
LMR
PS
DCA
NTPS
RCLG

Australian Noise Exposure Forecast
Berrimah North Area Plan and Planning Principles
Berrimah North Drainage Study
Caravan Park zoning
Low-Medium Density Residential zoning
Public space Zoning
Development Consent Authority
NT Planning Scheme
Rapid Creek Landcare Group

CONTACT DETAILS
Rapid Creek Landcare Group Inc.
Website:
www.rapidcreek.org.au
Email: info@rapidcreek.org.au
Phone:0401 119 711
Signed:

Peter O’Hagan
Public Officer

*

Ms Halyna Schan

Site 19 Malak Caravan Park,
440-460 MCMillans Rd
MARRARA NT 0812
Mb: 0408-221-589

12 May 2021

Northern Territory Dept of Infrastructure, Plannin and Lo ' t' ,

Level I Energy House, '
I8-20 Cavenagh St,
DARWIN NT 0812

BY HAN D

Attent: George
Dear Sir
Re:

Proposed Planning Scheme Amendment - PA202, /0055 - St

Proposed rezoning of Malak Caravan Park (Stage I) from Zone CV (C

Parks) to Zone LMR (Low Medium Residential) and Zone PS (Publ',
O
Space).

Property: Portion 1841, 1842, 1843 Hundred of Bagot (440,450,460 MCMillans

Rd Marrara Gardens.

I write to lodge my objection to the above proposed

Caravan Park, Marrara. My reasons are as follows:

rezoning of Malak and KOA

I.

I am a pensioner, and this site was purchased as our final retirem t h

2.

Superannuation
monies was used for this purchase and this would b I t f
had to move.

3. If I had to move, then I
of the current rents.
4.

would not be able to afford the cost of moving nor the cost

There are over 50 permanent residents in Malak and KOA carav k ,

whom are pensioners or on low incomes, and who will need to be r h d.
5.

The Dept of Housing would be oveiwhelmed to house these residents at the

same time.
6.

This caravan park is ideal Iy located within the central suburb f D
close to many important amenities including Royal Darwin Hos it I.

7.

This park is located within a few kilometres to the air on.

12.05.21 H - Ltr of objection

2

,
,

8.

The Government wanted a caravan park close t th
area and build housing negates the Government , I is

9.

ere are a lot of regular return visitors to the NT

caravan park because of its location and have d '
10.

at this

n visitors have been coming to Malak and KOA

11.

ere is a lot of wildlife, flora and fauna, in th ' '

including bush hens, various native birds, the yar

cockies and Kingfishers, lizards, bandicoots , ves,
12.

urrently there is a finch's nest in our garden with t b

of this can be provided if required.
13.

s there a genuine need for more housin ? Th

opportunity to get work so that people can afford t I'

Video evidence

be reasonable

I would like to reiterate in stron ob'

KOA
Caravan
so owner
that the curr t e aa and
avan ar
s just so Parks
that the just
current
'sregard the severe impact this will have on the c
Yours faithfully,
I

I

Halyna Schan

1,205,21. H ~ Ltr of objection
2

,

"

I

John Court

Site 19 Malak Caravan Park,
440460 MCMillans Rd
MARRARA NT 0812
Mb: 0466-403-291

12 May 2021

Northern Territory Dept of Infrastructure, Planning and Logistics,
Level I Energy House,
1820 Cavenagh St,
DARWIN NT 0812

Attent: George
Dear Sir
Re:

Proposed Planning Scheme Amendment - PA202, /0055 - Stages , and 2.
Proposed rezoning of Malak Caravan Park (Stage I) from Zone CV (Caravan
Parks) to Zone LMR (Low Medium Residential) and Zone PS (Public Open

Space).

Property: Portion 1841, 1842, 1843 Hundred of Bagot (440,450,460 MCMillans
Rd Marrara Gardens.

I write to lodge my objection to the above proposed rezoning of Malak and KOA

Caravan Park, Marrara.

My reasons for objection are as follows:

I . I am a pensioner and purchased this site as my forever retirement home.
2. I used what little I had left of my superannuation for this purchase and if I had to
move then I would not receive any compensation for my purchase.

3. If I had to move, then I would not be able to afford the cost of moving nor the cost
of the current rents.

4. There are over 50 permanent residents in Malak and KOA caravan parks, all of
whom are pensioners and who will need to be rehoused.

5. The Dept of Housing would be overwhelmed to house these residents at the
same time.

6. This caravan park is ideal Iy located within the central suburbs of Daiwin and is

close to many important amenities including Darwin Hospital.
J Ltr of objection

2

I'

I

7.

The Government wanted a caravan park close to the airport and to rezone this
area and build housing negates the Governments' planning requirements.

8.

There are a lot of regular return visitors to the NT who enjoy staying

at this

caravan park because of its location and have done so for many years.
9.

Some of these return visitors have been coming to Malak and KOA caravan arks
for over 20 years.

10.

There is a lot of wildlife, flora and fauna, in the park that visit our back ard

including bush hens, various native birds, the migrating Magpie geese, doves,
cockies and Kingfishers, lizards, bandicoots, possums etc.

I I. Currently there is a finch's nest in our garden with two baby birds. Video evidence
of this can be provided if required. This is a natural habitat for birds.

12. Is there a genuine need for more housing? There needs to be reasonable
opportunity to get work so that people can afford to live in them.

I would like to reiterate my strong objection to the proposed rezoning of the Malak and

KOA Caravan Parks just so that the current owner can make more mone and
disregard the severe impact this will have on the current low income residents.
Yours faithfully,

John Court
A

)

